
VX3 remote instructions

1. Power on and off
Power on: Press power on/off button for 2 seconds, the screen of the remote lights up FLIPSKY
(LOGO) and vibrates, then the remote is successfully powered on.
Power off: In the power on state, press the button for 2 seconds, and the remote screen displays
POWER OFF and vibrates, indicating that the remote is off.
In non-cruise mode, the remote will automatically power off in 10 minutes without any
operation.

2.How to Pairing?
Note: The remote will not work unless it's paired with the receiver.
(1): The remote power on, long press the setting button for 2 seconds, then the remote comes to
parameters setting mode.
(2):Shortly Press Setting button and shift setting options to "Pairing", then press setting button
until “Pairing” becomes blinking and then loosing your finger pressing and now the remote will
get in Pairing Mode.
(3): Power on the receiver (means power on the skateboard, if the skateboard is on, turn off it,
then repower on it), the remote controller will pair with the receiver, and the screen displays
"Pairing succeeded", which means the pairing is successful;
Power on the receiver and then the remote and receiver will be pairing; If the screen shows
"Pairing succeed" then pairing succeed.
Reminds: In step 3, if the receiver does not stay on for 10 seconds and turns to blink ，and the
screen keeps blinking status and does not show "Pairing succeed" ， that means pairing failure
and will exit pairing mode. Please re-power on the receiver and keep pairing. If the signal light is
blinking, pairing failed, retry from step1-step3.

3 Connection Status
(1) R is displayed on the upper left corner of the remote screen, and the signal bar is displayed on
the right side of R, and the LED signal light of the receiver is always on, it means that the remote
control and the receiver are connected and the communication is normal;
(2) R is not displayed in the upper left corner of the remote screen, and NO signal bar is displayed
on the right side of R, and the receiver's LED signal light flashes, indicating that the remote
control and the receiver are NOT connected and CANNOT communicate.

4 .Acceleration/ Brake/ Switch speed mode
Pull the throttle backward to speed up, and the throttle progress bar at the bottom of the screen
will increase; push the brake forward to brake.
Switch speed mode: High, Medium, Low Speed; Quickly press the setting button to switch the
speed mode.
H High Speed
M Medium Speed
L Low Speed



Notes: the remote is default set in High speed mode after powering on.

5. Throttle calibration
When using the remote for the first time, perform throttle calibration:
(1) Long press the setting button for 2 seconds to enter the remote parameters setting mode;
(2) Quickly press the setting button to switch the setting options, switch to the "Throttle
Calibrate" option, the screen displays the maximum and minimum values of the throttle and
brake ("Speed" is the throttle, "Brake" is the brake); then long press the setting button for 2
seconds, a reading box appears below the number, and the remote is in a state of ready for
calibration at this time;
(3) Pull the throttle back to the maximum and release, then push the brake up to the maximum
and release, quickly press the power on/off button to confirm the calibration, and quickly press
the power on/off button again to exit the setting menu.

6. Switch between ESK8 mode and Esurf mode
Note: The default mode is Esurf mode, which has no brake function, the original brake button is
changed to cruise function button!
(1) When the remote power on, press and hold the setting button for 2 seconds to enter the
remote parameters setting mode;
(2) Quickly press the setting button to switch the setting options, switch to the "Usage Scenario"
option, the current selected mode of the remote will be displayed under "Usage Scenario", press
and hold the setting button until the selected mode flashes, then pull the accelerator or push the
brake to select the required mode (Esurf is surfing mode, ESK8 is electric skateboarding mode);
(3) Quickly press the power on/off button to confirm the modification, and then quickly press the
switch button to exit the setting menu.

7. ESC Type selection
VX3 has three types: "FSESC", "VESC" and "Non VESC" , and the default mode is "FSESC".
Changing the ESC mode is as follows:
(1) Long press the setting button for 2 seconds to enter the remote parameters setting mode;
(2)Quickly press the setting button to switch the setting options, switch to "ESC Type", the screen
will display "FSESC" mode, press and hold the setting button until "FSESC" flashes, then pull the
accelerator or push the brake position to switch the ESC mode ； (3) After switching to the
required mode, quickly press the switch button to confirm the selection, and then quickly press
the power on/off button again to exit the setting menu.
Note: The “Non VESC” ESC mode is PPM communication, and the communication position on the
receiver (GND, PPM, 5V on the silkscreen of the receiver control port) must be changed to realize
the normal connection of the remote.

8. GPS
VX3 remote has GPS function. When G is displayed on the upper left corner of the screen and the



signal bar is displayed on the right side of G, it means that the GPS function is activated.
(1) If the GPS function is activated, use GPS to display speed and distance:
I. When the signal bar is grayed out, no positioning data is received;
II. When the signal bar is white and valid positioning data is received, speed measurement and
distance measurement can be performed;
(2) GPS function will be activated in the following situations:
I. Select surf mode (Esurf), choose any type of ESC;
II. Select the skateboard mode (ESK8), and select the "NON VESC" type ESC (ie Normal ESC not
based on VESC);
(3) GPS function will be turned off in the following situations:
In the skateboard mode (ESK8) mode, select the "FSESC" or "VESC".

9. Forward and reverse switching
Condition: The receiver is in serial port mode (UART) and VESC connection mode .
Push the brake button to the maximum brake position, and then quickly press the setting button.
The remote vibrating indicates that the remote has finished controlling the VESC to switch the
motor rotation direction.
Note: The Esurf mode has no brake function, so this operation cannot be performed.

10. Cruise setting
(1) In esk8 mode, Pull the throttle to a speed that you like , then quickly press the power button,
remote will vibrate one time, then your electric skateboard is in cruise mode; Press any button,
pull the throttle back or push the cruise function button (brake button) to exit the cruise mode.
(2) In Esurf mode and GPS connection status, pull the throttle to a speed keeping surfboarding,
and then push the cruise function button (brake button) for 3 seconds, the remote vibrates to
enter into the cruise mode. Press any button, pull the throttle back or push the cruise function
button (brake button) to exit the cruise mode.
Note: GPS signal disconnection will automatically exit the cruise mode!

11. Charging method
(1) How to charge?
The charging method of the remote is wireless charging, and the wireless charging induction area
is under the power and setting buttons. Put the charging sensor side of the remote on the
charging sensor position of the wireless charger to charge.
(2) How to know the remote is charging?
When the remote is off, a battery icon will appear on the screen. The icon shows that the battery
is increasing, indicating that the remote is in a normal charging state.

12. Error reporting
When the ESC fails, check the reason as follows: Long press the setting button for 2 seconds to
enter the setting mode, then quickly press the setting button once to switch to "FAULT CHECK:0",
when there is no fault, the screen displays "FAULT CODE NONE", and the number behind "FAULT
CHECK" is 0; When a failure occurs, the number behind "FAULT CHECK" is the number of failures,
and the screen will display the reason for the failure. The possible reasons for the failure are:



"OVER VOLTAGE!" The voltage is too high;
"LOW VOLTAGE!" The voltage is too low;
"DRIVER ERROR!" The driver reports an error;
"ABS OVER CURRENT!" The brake current is too high;
"OVER TEMP FET!" MOS tube temperature is too high;
"OVER TEMP MOTOR!" Motor temperature is too high!

13. Parameters setting
Long press the setting button for 2 seconds to enter the remote setting mode, quickly press the
setting button once to switch the set options.
Method of setting and revise parameters:
Switch to the option that needs to be revised, then pressing the setting button for 3seconds until
the option is blinking. When the option blinking, The parameters can be revised by sliding the
throttle/brake roller. Pulling the throttle roller increases the data, and pushing the brake roller
reduces the data.
When the revised date is confirmed, shortly press the Power button to confirm revision and
quickly press power button again to exit setting menu.
Supported parameter settings:
Battery Cells, Speed   Option (km/h/ mph switching), Wheel Type, Wheel Diameter, Wheel
Pulley, Motor Pulley and Pole Pairs
Note: The parameters of motor pulley and wheel pulley can only be set in pulley option.


